Abstract. We give a complete classification and present new exotic phenomena of the meromorphic structure of ζ-functions associated to general selfadjoint extensions of Laplace-type operators over conic manifolds. We show that the meromorphic extensions of these ζ-functions have, in general, countably many logarithmic branch cuts on the nonpositive real axis and unusual locations of poles with arbitrarily large multiplicity. The corresponding heat kernel and resolvent trace expansions also exhibit exotic behaviors with logarithmic terms of arbitrary positive and negative multiplicity. We also give a precise algebraic-combinatorial formula to compute the coefficients of the leading order terms of the singularities.
Introduction
In this paper we give a complete classification of the meromorphic structure of ζ-functions associated to conic manifolds; that is, general self-adjoint extensions of Laplace-type operators on conic manifolds introduced by Cheeger [10, 12] . In particular, we prove that such ζ-functions exhibit pathological meromorphic properties. Before giving a synopsis of these pathological properties, recall that the ζ-function ζ(s, ∆) of a Laplacian ∆ over a smooth closed manifold has a meromorphic extension to all of C with only simple poles at s = n−k 2 / ∈ −N 0 with n the dimension of the manifold and k ∈ N 0 := {0, 1, 2, . . .} [48, 49, 55, 59 ]. The situation is completely different for conic manifolds. We show that the ζ-function associated to a general self-adjoint extension of a Laplace-type operator on a conic manifold has, as a general rule (except for very special cases, e.g. the Friedrichs extension), in addition to the singularities at s = n−k 2 / ∈ −N 0 for k ∈ N 0 , the following properties:
(1) It can have countably many poles of arbitrarily high multiplicity at "unusual" locations on the negative real axis; that is, at points not of the form s = n−k
. (2)
It can have countably many logarithmic singularities at "unusual" locations. ( 3) The singularities in (1) and (2) can occur for the same ζ-function and at the same "unusual" locations. Moreover, we also give an elementary and explicit algebraic-combinatorial recipe to compute the exact locations and leading coefficients of the "unusual" poles and logarithmic singularities.
In fact, the explicit computation of these exotic singularities is so straightforward (see Section 2.2) that for low dimensions we can find the structure of zeta functions quickly. We also remark that one can always conjure up artificial zeta functions having (1) and (2), but for natural (geometric) zeta functions, properties (1) and (2) seem to have no parallels in the differential geometry literature.
A simple example.
Here is a surprising, and completely natural, example of a ζ-function which has no meromorphic extension to all of C. We first review conic manifolds. Let M be an n-dimensional compact manifold with boundary Γ and let g be a smooth Riemannian metric on M \ Γ. We assume that near Γ there is a collared neighborhood U ∼ = [0, ε) r × Γ, where ε > 0 and the metric g is of product type dr 2 + r 2 h with h a metric over Γ. Such a metric is called a conic metric and M is called a conic manifold, ideas introduced by Cheeger [10, 12] (cf. [46] ). Using a Liouville transformation over the collar U as in [5] , we can identify L 2 (M, dg) with L 2 (M, drdh) and the scalar Laplacian ∆ g can be identified with We remark that the term − 1 4r 2 can be considered a "singular potential," and such Laplacians and their self-adjoint extensions have been studied by physicists since the 70's [7, 15, 21, 53] . Note that ∆ Γ always has the eigenvalue 0. Let us assume that 0 is the only eigenvalue (counting multiplicity) of ∆ Γ in the interval [0, 1); this is the case for the Euclidean Laplacian on a punctured region in R 2 , for in this case, ∆ Γ is just the Laplacian on the unit circle which has eigenvalues {k 2 | k ∈ Z}. Then A Γ has exactly one eigenvalue in the interval [− , and (see Section 3) ∆ g has many different self-adjoint extensions, each of which is parameterized by an angle θ ∈ [0, π) (cf. [35, 30] ). It turns out that θ = π 2 corresponds to the so-called Friedrichs extension [5] , and any extension has a discrete spectrum [40] . Consider any one of the extensions, say ∆ θ with θ ∈ [0, π), and form the corresponding ζ-function ζ(s, ζ(s, ∆ θ ) = ζ reg (s, ∆ θ ) − sin(πs) π e −2sκ log s , where κ = log 2−γ −tan θ with γ the Euler-Mascheroni constant and ζ reg (s, ∆ θ ) has a meromorphic extension over C with the "regular" simple poles at the well-known values s = 1 2 − k for k ∈ N 0 . 1.2. Operators on conic manifolds. Brüning and Seeley's regular singular operators [5] generalize the example (1.1) of the Laplacian on a conic manifold as follows. Let M be an n-dimensional compact manifold with boundary Γ and we assume that near Γ there is a collared neighborhood U such that U ∼ = [0, ε) r × Γ, where ε > 0 and the metric of M is of product type dr 2 + h with h a metric over Γ. Let E be a Hermitian vector bundle over M and let ∆ be a second order regular singular operator acting on C ∞ c (M \ Γ, E); this means that ∆ is an elliptic symmetric nonnegative second order differential operator such that the restriction of ∆ to U has the form is necessary otherwise ∆ is not bounded below [5, 8] .) Laplacians on forms and squares of Dirac operators on conic manifolds [5, 10, 12, 13, 31, 39, 45] are examples of second order regular singular operators. We can also deal with the case when M has boundary components up to which ∆ is smooth; at such components, put local boundary conditions.
As 
with E ℓ := span {φ ℓ } and q = q 0 + q 1 ; see Section 3 for a more precise description of V . We can endow V with a symplectic structure as described in Section 3. Then the self-adjoint extensions of ∆ are in a one-to-one correspondence to the Lagrangian subspaces in V . Given a Lagrangian subspace L in V , we denote by ∆ L the self-adjoint extension corresponding to L.
One of the natural questions for a given self-adjoint extension ∆ L is whether the ζ-function of ∆ L , ζ(s, ∆ L ), would have a meromorphic extension over C and if so, what the pole structure is. Here the ζ-function of ∆ L is defined by (1.4) ζ(s, ∆ L ) = 1 4 , the ζ-function has been studied by Falomir, Muschietti and Pisani [19] (see also [18, 20] ) for one-dimensional Laplace-type operators over [0, 1] and by Mooers [50] who was the first to study the general case of operators over manifolds and who noticed the presence of "unusual" poles. However, the works [19, 50] only imply the existence of simple "unusual" poles and do not imply the existence of poles of arbitrary order nor of logarithmic singularities of the ζ-function.
We now outline this paper. We begin in Section 2 by giving the statement of our main result, Theorem 2.1, and we also illustrate the ease of applying the main result by giving examples; in particular, we re-derive the main result of [19] and we show that poles of arbitrary order and countably many logarithmic singularities show up even for simple situations. We also show how our theorem simplifies when we make assumptions on the self-adjoint extensions and we present corresponding resolvent and heat kernel expansions. Mooers [50] description of self-adjoint extensions as Lagrangian subspaces plays a key rôle in the proof of our main result and because of this reason, in Section 3 we briefly review this important topic. The main technical task of the proof of our main theorem is the explicit form of the parametrix of the resolvent of ∆ L near the boundary. This is handled by solving model problems explicitly over a finite interval employing Theorem 6.1, which is a new representation of the resolvent in terms of an implicit eigenvalue equation, and the contour integration method [31, 32, 33] . The presentation and details of the solutions of the model problems are given in Sections 4, 5 and 6. The results for the model problems and a parametix construction then enable us to prove all the theorems listed in Section 2 below. This is described in Section 7.
Statement and examples of results
2.1. Statement of main result. Fix a Lagrangian L ⊂ V and hence a self-adjoint extension ∆ L of ∆ (we use the notation from Section 1.2). In Section 3 we show that L can be described by q × q matrices A and B having the property that the rank of the q × 2q matrix A B is q and A ′ B * is self-adjoint where A ′ is the matrix A with the first q 0 columns multiplied by −1 (conversely, any such A and B define a Lagrangian). Before stating the main result which describes the exact structure of ζ(s, ∆ L ), we apply a straightforward three-step algorithm to A and B that we need for the statement.
Step 1: First, we define the function
where Id k denotes the k × k identity matrix and where
For specific A and B, p(x, y) is explicitly computable "by hand"; we shall give some examples in Subsection 2.2. Expanding the determinant using one's favorite method, we can write p(x, y) as a "polynomial"
where the α's are linear combinations of ν 1 , . . . , ν q1 and the a jα 's are constants. Let α 0 be the smallest of all α's with a jα = 0 and let j 0 be the smallest of all j's amongst the a jα0 = 0. Then factoring out the term a j0α0 x j0 y 2α0 in p(x, y) we can write p(x, y) in the form
for some constants b kβ (equal to a kα /a j0α0 ).
Step 2: Second, using the power series log(1 + z) = ∞ k=1
for a sufficiently small |z|, we can write
for some constants c ℓξ . We emphasize that for specific A and B, all the coefficients c ℓξ are explicitly computable "by hand" when q is small (see the examples in Subsection 2.2) and easily with a computer for q large. With a little thought, one can see that the ξ's appearing in (2.3) are nonnegative, countable and approach +∞ unless β = 0 is the only β occurring in (2.3), in which case ξ = 0 occurs in (2.3). Also the ℓ's with c ℓξ = 0 for a fixed ξ are bounded below.
Step 3: Third, for each ξ appearing in (2.3), define
when these numbers are actually defined, that is, whenever the sets {ℓ ≤ 0 | c ℓξ = 0} and {ℓ > 0 | c ℓξ = 0}, respectively, are nonempty. We now define (2.5)
The following theorem is our main result.
Theorem 2.1. Let L ⊂ V be an arbitrary Lagrangian subspace of V and define P and L as in (2.5) from the matrices A and B defining L.
where ζ reg (s, ∆ L ) has possible "regular" poles at the "usual" locations s = n−k 2 / ∈ −N 0 for k ∈ N 0 and at s = 0 if dim Γ > 0, and where ζ sing (s, ∆ L ) has the following expansion:
where j 0 appears in (2.2) and f ξ (s) and g ξ (s) are entire functions of s such that In general, L may contain the origin, so that the logarithm part, which has the branch cut at s = 0, is given by sin(πs) π (j 0 − q 0 )e −2s(log 2−γ) + g 0 (s) log s where g 0 (s) depends on A, B. Also, it is easy to check that when there are no − 1 4 eigenvalues, then there are no logarithmic singularities and the "unusual" poles occur with multiplicity at most one. Finally, the expansion (2.6) means that for any N ∈ N,
where F N (s) is holomorphic for ℜs ≥ −N .
2.2.
Examples. Via examples we show the ease and efficiency at which Theorem 2.1 computes the exact meromorphic structure of ζ sing (s, ∆ L ) (note that ζ reg (s, ∆ L ) is "uninteresting," which is why we focus on ζ sing (s, ∆ L )). [19] .) The paper by Falomir et al. [19] (along with Mooers' [50] ) is in many ways the inspiration for our paper and is the very first paper to find explicit formulas for the "unusual" poles of Laplacians; cf. [20] for the infinite interval and [18] for squares of 2 × 2 systems. [19] studies the operator
Example 1. (Taken from
. In this case, V = C 2 , therefore Lagrangians L ⊂ C 2 are determined by 1 × 1 matrices (numbers) A = α and B = β. Fix such an (α, β); we shall determine the strange singularity structure of ζ(s, ∆ L ). Let us assume that − 
where we assume that α, β = 0 (the α = 0 or β = 0 cases can be handled easily), and we write p(x, y) as in (2.2). Forming the power series (2.3), we see that
. Using the definitions (2.4) and (2.5) for p ξ , ℓ ξ , P, and L , we immediately see that ℓ νk never exists so L = ∅, while
Therefore, by Theorem 2.1,
. In particular, ζ sing (s, ∆ L ) has possible poles at each s = −νk with the residue equal to
which is the main result of [19] (see equation (7. 11) of loc. cit.). Assume now that λ = − 1 4 . In this case,
Using the definitions (2.4) and (2.5) for p ξ , ℓ ξ (there is only one "ξ" in the present situation, ξ = 0), P, and L , we immediately see that p 0 never exists so P = ∅,
is an entire function of s such that g 0 (s) = O(s). Hence ζ(s, ∆ L ) has a genuine logarithmic singularity at s = 0. This corrects unfortunate errors from the beautiful paper [19] (and [50] ), which states that ζ(s, ∆ L ) has the "usual" meromorphic structure.
1 When β = 0, one can easily see that we still have a logarithmic singularity at s = 0, and when α = 0, one can easily check that there is only the "regular" part ζ reg (s, ∆ L ) and no "singular" part; in fact, the case α = 0 corresponds to the Friedrichs extension (see [5] ); thus we can see that ζ(s, ∆ L ) has a logarithmic singularity for all extensions except the Friedrichs. Forming the power series (2.3), we see that
where c k,νk = (−1)
Using the definitions (2.4) and (2.5) for p ξ , ℓ ξ , P, and L , we immediately see that p νk never exists so P = ∅, while
with g k (s) an entire function of s such that near s = −νk,
In particular, ζ sing (s, ∆ L ) has countably many logarithmic singularities! 
Forming the power series (2.3), we see that
Using the definitions (2.4) and (2.5) for p ξ , ℓ ξ , P, and L , we immediately see that ℓ νk never exists so L = ∅, while
with f k (s) an entire function of s such that f k (−νk) = (−1) 
where for each k, ℓ runs from −k to k. Using the definitions (2.4) and (2.5) for p ξ , ℓ ξ , P, and L , we immediately see that
and P = L = {ν k | k ∈ N}. Therefore, by Theorem 2.1,
where f k (s) and g k (s) are entire functions of s such that f k (−νk) = (−1)
In particular, ζ sing (s, ∆ L ) has poles of arbitrarily high orders and in addition to a logarithmic singularity at the origin, countably many logarithmic singularities at the same locations of the poles! 
E ℓ ⊕ E ℓ . As described in Proposition 3.4, the Lagrangian subspace L 0 is determined by two q 0 × q 0 matrices A 0 , B 0 where q 0 = dim L 0 , that is, the multiplicity of the eigenvalues λ ℓ = − 
.
Using the definition of determinant, it is easy to see that p 0 (z) is a polynomial of degree at most q 0 in z. Since the degree of p ′ 0 (z) is one less than the degree of p 0 (z), we can write
where the series on the right is absolutely convergent for |z| sufficiently large. Second, consider the polynomial in (2.1) (and (2.2)) using A 1 and B 1 in place of A and B:
where the β's are positive. Then as in (2.3), write
and let P := {ξ | c ξ = 0}. Then Theorem 2.1 simplifies to
has the following form:
where ζ reg (s, ∆ L ) has the "regular" poles at the "usual" locations s = n−k 2 / ∈ −N 0 for k ∈ N 0 and at s = 0 if dim Γ > 0, and where ζ sing (s, ∆ L ) has the following expansion:
(k−1)! , and the f ξ (s)'s are entire functions of s such that
For certain types of Lagrangians, the formula for f (s) becomes very simple. We shall call the Lagrangian L 0 split-type if it can be written as
Moreover, in this case, the coefficients β k in (2.10) are given by (as follows from Corollary 5.4) (2.15)
where κ ℓ = log 2 − γ − tan θ ℓ with θ ℓ the angle defining L ℓ in L 0 and γ is the Euler-Mascheroni constant. Then when L 0 is of split-type, we have
Example 6. Consider the case when A Γ has exactly one eigenvalue in [− 
2.4.
Unusual resolvent and heat kernel expansions. Besides establishing exotic ζ-expansions, we also derive equally exotic resolvent and heat kernel expansions. 
where the a k and b coefficients are independent of L, the c ℓξ 's are the coefficients in (2.3), and γ = log 2 − γ.
From the explicit formula (2.16) and from the binomial theorem for ℓ > 0:
it is obvious that when A Γ has − 1 4 eigenvalues, the resolvent trace expansion has, in general, log(−λ) terms of arbitrarily high multiplicity and inverse powers (log(−λ)) −1 with infinite multiplicity! This phenomenon is new and even for pseudodifferential operators on compact manifolds with or without boundary, "regular" (not inverse powers of) log(−λ) terms occur with at most multiplicity one [24, 25, 43] . Here is a concrete example illustrating this discussion: Example 7. For the self-adjoint extension ∆ L considered in Example 5, from the explicit formula (2.7), we immediately get
In this very simple example, we see unusual powers (−λ) −2νk−N −1 (after taking N + 1 derivatives) and log terms log(−λ) of arbitrarily high multiplicity (each unusual power (−λ)
−2νk−N −1 with a log term of highest power (log(−λ)) k ), and inverse powers (log(−λ)) −1 with infinite multiplicity because of the formula (2.17).
When L is decomposable, the last two terms in (2.16) can be made very explicit. 
where the a k and b coefficients are independent of L, the β k 's are the coefficients in (2.10), and the c ξ 's are the coefficients in (2.12).
In the case when L 0 is of split-type, the second-to-last term in (2.18) can be made even more explicit because of the formula (2.15) for β k . We also prove a corresponding heat kernel expansion.
Theorem 2.7. For an arbitrary Lagrangian L, the heat kernel e −t∆L has the following trace expansion as t → 0:
Thus, the heat trace expansion, in general, has powers of log t with finite multiplicity and inverse powers (log t) −1 with infinite multiplicity. The c ξk and d ξk coefficients can be expressed in terms of the coefficients in the resolvent expansion (2.16) but not so explicitly. For decomposable Lagrangians we have has the following trace expansion as t → 0:
Hermitian symplectic formalism of self-adjoint extensions
To orient the reader to the various terminologies used throughout this paper, in this section we briefly review the classical theory of the Hermitian forms characterization of self-adjoint extensions. For more on this viewpoint, see [27, 28] and see [17] for applications of self-adjoint extensions to quantum physics. 
denotes the eigenvalues of A Γ in [− 
where "∆φ ∈ L 2 (M, E)" is in the distributional sense, if and only if φ is in H 2 away from the boundary Γ, and near Γ we can write
where the c
3.2. Self-adjoint extensions. Given a domain D ⊂ dom max (∆), we say that
Simply put: ∆ is "maximally" symmetric on D in the sense that ∆ is symmetric on D and adding any elements to D will destroy this symmetry. In this sense, D is a "maximal" domain that makes the Hermitian form ∆φ, ψ − φ, ∆ψ vanish. Now, an integration by parts argument (see [50, Prop. 2.4] ) shows that
To put this in a symplectic framework, we define ψ
2 log r φ ℓ for ν ℓ = 0, and define
We endow V with the symplectic structure ω : 
is a Hermitian symplectic form and for any
where
We can now prove: 
Proof. By Lemma 3.2, we can write this as: ∆ D is self-adjoint if and only if
Suppose that ∆ D is self-adjoint and define L := { φ ∈ V | φ ∈ D}; we shall prove that L is Lagrangian. Let w ∈ L and choose ψ ∈ D such that ψ = w. Then by (3.4), ω( φ, w) = 0 for all φ ∈ D. Therefore, ω(v, w) = 0 for all v ∈ L. Conversely, let w ∈ V and assume that ω(v, w) = 0 for all v ∈ L. Choose ψ ∈ dom max (∆) such that ψ = w; this can always be done, for if w = c
will do, where ρ ∈ C ∞ (M ) is supported in the tubular neighborhood U and equals 
where A and B are k×k matrices such that the rank of A B is k and AB * = BA * .
As seen in (3.3), V can be identified with C 2q = C 2q0 × C 2q1 , where q = q 0 + q 1 , with minus the standard symplectic form on the C 2q0 factor and the standard symplectic form on the C 2q1 factor. Using this fact, we prove
where A B has rank q and A ′ B * is self-adjoint where A ′ is the matrix A with the first q 0 columns of A multiplied by −1.
Then using the definition of ω in (3.3), it follows that
where we identify V with C 2q and ω E is the standard Euclidean symplectic form on C 2q . Therefore,
which holds, by Proposition 3.4, if and only if A ′ B * is self-adjoint.
As seen in the formula (3.1) of Proposition 3.1, the λ ℓ = − 
and
where the matrix A 0 B 0 has rank q 0 and A 0 B * 0 = B 0 A * 0 , and A 1 B 1 has rank q 1 and A 1 B * 1 = B 1 A *
.
In the Introduction we discussed split-type Lagrangians. Here, we say that the
In the following proposition, we characterize all such Lagrangians L ℓ .
Proof. According to Proposition 3.4, we have 
Note that α, β ∈ R and α 2 + β 2 = 1. It follows that (α, β) = (cos θ, sin θ) for some θ ∈ R. If θ ∈ (π, 2π], then we can replace (α, β) by (−α, −β) to ensure that θ ∈ [0, π). This completes our proof.
The model problems
where R > 0 is arbitrary, but fixed, and A is the q × q matrix
We put Dirichlet conditions at the right end r = R of the interval [0, R]. Then according to Proposition 3.1, we have 
We dropped the factors
, which appear in the statement of Proposition 3.1, from the terms in (4.1) for φ. Then as a consequence of Theorem 3.3, we know that
where φ has the form in (4.1) with φ = (c 1 (φ), c 2 (φ), . . . , c 2q (φ)) t . In terms of the matrices A and B, we can also write
Eigenvalue equation.
To analyze the ζ-function of L L , we derive an equation for the eigenvalues of L L . For this, we first find solutions to the equation
As the reader can easily check, this is just a system of Bessel equations as described in [1, p. 362] , whose solution (after judiciously choosing the constants for later convenience) can be taken to be of the form
where J v (z) denotes the Bessel function of the first kind and
with Y 0 (z) the Bessel function of the second kind. For notational convenience let us introduce J +0 (µR) = J 0 (µR) and
In the following proposition, we determine an eigenvalue equation for the µ's.
Proof. Imposing the Dirichlet condition at r = R on φ of the form (4.3), we obtain
We can summarize these two equations as
, (4.6) with v = 0, and (4.7), we get
From (4.3), (4.6) and (4.
In particular, by (4.2), φ in D L satisfies A B φ = 0, and therefore, in view of (4.5), we conclude that
For nontrivial φ, this equation can hold if and only if the matrix in front of φ is singular. This completes our proof.
Asymptotics of F (µ)
. In order to find relevant properties of the resolvent, the heat-trace and the ζ-function, we shall need the asymptotics of F (µ) as |µ| → ∞. 
) is a power series in x −1 , and
with the same meaning for O(x −1 ) and where the c ℓξ 's are the constants in (2.3).
Proof. Using the identity (iz)
Bessel function of the first kind, we can write
where (we use the notation I ±0 (xR) = J ±0 (ixR))
Factoring out 2 −νj Γ(1 − ν j ) x νj I −νj (xR) from the (q + q 0 + j)-th row of the matrix
we obtain
where ρ = q1 j=1 2 −νj Γ(1 − ν j ) and
Γ(1−νj ) . In order to find the asymptotics of F (ix) in (4.11), we shall determine the asymptotics of A(x) and then of J 0 (x). To determine the asymptotics of A(x), we recall (see [1, p. 377] ) that as z → ∞ with z ∈ Υ, we have (4.12)
where O A
To determine the asymptotics of J 0 (ix), note that J 0 (iz) = I 0 (z) and
is the modified Bessel function of the second kind. Thus, we can write
By [1, p. 378], K 0 (x) is exponentially decaying as x → ∞ in Υ, so
Summarizing our work so far, we see from (4.11) that
, and A(x) satisfies (4.13). Now factoring out ( γ − log x)I 0 (xR) from F (ix) and using the definition of p(x, y) in (2.1) (with "x" replaced with ( γ − log x) −1 and "y" replaced with x −1 ), we obtain
In view of the asymptotics (4.12) for I v (z), we get
which is equivalent to
and the proof of our first asymptotic formula is complete. To prove our second formula, recall from (2.2) that
so that (with "x" replaced with ( γ − log x) −1 and "y" replaced with x −1 )
As in (2.3), log 1 + b kβ x k y 2β = c ℓξ x ℓ y 2ξ so taking the logarithm of F (ix) we see that
and taking the derivative of both sides completes our proof. eigenvalues. In this case, we shall denote A by A 0 and B by B 0 so that
Recall from Section 2.3 (see (2.9)) the polynomial
which is a polynomial in the complex variable z ∈ C of degree at most q 0 . Then we can write p
where the series is absolutely convergent for |z| sufficiently large and where β 1 = deg p 0 . In the case that q 1 = 0, Proposition 4.3 can be written as follows. 
where O(x −1 ) is a power series in x −1 , and
where O(x −2 ) is a power series in x −1 starting from x −2 .
Proof. A direct application of (4.9) in Proposition 4.3 with q 1 = 0 gives
where O(x −1 ) is a power series in x −1 and
By definition of p 0 , we have ( γ − log x) q0 p γ − log x −1 = p 0 (log x). This proves (4.14) and then taking the logarithmic derivative of (4.14) gives (4.15).
The zeta function for the model problems
Working with the fixed Lagrangian L, we now analyze the zeta function of L L , which by the Argument Principle [16, p. 123 
where C is a contour in the plane shown in Figure 1 . Here we used that µ 2 is an eigenvalue of L L if and only if µ is a zero of F (µ). By Proposition 4.3, the zeta function ζ(s, L L ) is well-defined for ℜs > Here, t is on the imaginary axis and |t| 2 is larger than the absolute value of the negative eigenvalue of L L (if one exists). The contour C t goes from t to −t.
5.1.
A basic lemma. In order to determine the exact structure of the analytic continuation of ζ(s, L L ), we need the following fundamental result. 
modulo an entire function.
Proof. Replacing s by s − ξ, we can assume that ξ = 0 from the start. To analyze the first integral we first expand c − log x) k using the binomial theorem:
Thus, we are left to prove that
modulo an entire function. However, since the integral |t| 1 x −2s−1 (log x) j dx is entire, we can assume that the lower limit of the integral in (5.3) is 1. Now taking j derivatives of both sides of the equality To prove the second claim in this proposition, we make the change of variables y = 2s(log x − c) or x = e c e y/2s , and obtain
where C := log |t| − c. Recall that the exponential integral is defined by (see [1, p. 228] 
Therefore, 
where ψ(1) := −γ and ψ(k) :
Replacing this into (5.4) and simplifying, we obtain
log s modulo an entire function. This completes our proof.
5.2.
The ζ-function. We now prove the "model problem version" of Theorem 2.1 via the contour integration method [31, 32, 33 ].
Proposition 5.2. Let L ⊂ V be an arbitrary Lagrangian subspace of C 2q and define P and L as in (2.5) from the matrices A and B defining L. Then the
where ζ reg (s, L L ) has the "regular" poles at the "usual" locations s = 
where j 0 appears in (2.2) and f ξ (s) and g ξ (s) are entire functions of s such that
where the c ℓξ 's are the coefficients in (2.3).
Proof. With Figure 1 in mind, we write
where C t is the curvy part of C from t to −t, and second, using that
we obtain the integral
a formula that will be analyzed in a moment. The second integral here is over a bounded contour so is an entire function of s ∈ C, so we are left to analyze the analytic properties of the first integral in (5.5). To do so, recall the asymptotics (4.10) in Proposition 4.3, which states that for x → ∞ we have
where γ = log 2 − γ, G 3 (x) is a power series in x −1 starting with the constant term qR,
Since sin(πs) π We now analyze
To do so, we apply equation (5.2) term-byterm to
and we see that, modulo an entire function,
c ℓξ ℓ2
which can be written in the form ξ g ξ (s) log(s + ξ) where
From this explicit formula for g ξ (s), we see that
where we recall that ℓ ξ := min{ℓ > 0 | c ℓξ = 0}. We now analyze 
Moreover, from the above explicit formula for f ξ (s) we see that
where as in Corollary 3.6 L 0 is given by q 0 × q 0 matrices A 0 and B 0 and L 1 is given by q 1 × q 1 matrices A 1 and B 1 . Let us recall the polynomial p 0 (z) introduced in (2.9) in Section 2.3 and consider the following result.
Lemma 5.3. For |t| sufficiently large so that p 0 (log x) has no zeros for x ≥ |t|, we can write
modulo an entire function, where f (s) is the entire function given explicitly by
with the β k 's the coefficients of the expansion of
Proof. Using the expansion
To analyze this integral we put ξ = c = 0 in formula (5.2) from Lemma 5.1 to see
modulo an entire function. Replacing this formula into (5.9) and simplifying, we obtain our result.
Let us apply this theorem to the case when q 0 = 1. In this case, by Proposition 3.7 we have A 0 = cos θ and B 0 = sin θ for an angle θ ∈ [0, π), therefore
Hence, with κ := γ − tan θ = log 2 − γ − tan θ, we have
Therefore, Lemma 5.3 reduces to Corollary 5.4. Suppose that q 0 = 1, q 1 = 0 and θ = π 2 . Then the coefficients β k in the expansion
In particular, for |t| sufficiently large so that p 0 (log x) has no zeros for x ≥ |t|, we can write
dx ≡ −e −2sκ log s modulo an entire function, where κ = log 2 − γ − tan θ.
From (2.11) and (2.12) in Section 2.3, let us recall that the polynomial p 1 (y) has the expression
where the β's are positive and
and let P := {ξ | c ξ = 0}. We now prove the model problem versions of Theorems 2.3 and 2.4.
where ζ reg (s, L) has the "regular" poles at the "usual" locations s = 1 2 −k for k ∈ N 0 , and where ζ sing (s, L L ) has the following expansion: Proof.
where L L0 is the operator L L restricted to the − ). From (5.11), we can observe that p ξ = 0 for any ξ and L = ∅ for the operator L L1 . Hence, there are only terms G 1 (x) with ℓ = 0 and G 3 (x) in (5.6), that is,
where c ξ 's are the coefficients in (5.11). It follows from the proof of Proposition 5.2, in particular, (5.8) with ℓ = 0 that
where the f ξ (s)'s are entire functions of s such that f ξ (−ξ) = −c ξ ξ.
Thus, it remains to analyze ζ(s, L L0 ). To do so, we follow the proof of Proposition 5.2 up to equation (5.5), for |t| ≫ 0 we can write 
where G(x) is a power series in x −1 starting with a constant term. Just as we noticed in (5.7) for G 3 (x) (which has the same asymptotics as G(x)) in the proof of Proposition 4.4, the integral sin(πs) π ∞ |t| x −2s G(ix) dx will contribute to the function ζ reg (s, L L0 ) in the statement of this proposition. Finally, invoking Lemma 5.3: The last statement for θ = π 2 in Corollary 5.6 follows from the results in [19] .
The resolvent and heat kernel for the model problems
In this section we analyze the resolvent and heat kernel expansions for the model problems, which will be of great use for the general case.
6.1. The resolvent. Using the new contour C shown in Figure 2 , we see that if {µ 2 j } denote the eigenvalues of L L , then by an application of the Argument Principle, we have
where |x| 2 is larger than the absolute value of the negative eigenvalues of L L (if one exists). The factor of 2 on the left hand side is a result of all eigenvalues being
The new contour C. Figure 3 . Deforming the contour C.
enclosed twice. Using this formula we can express the trace of the resolvent in terms of F (ix) in the following important and remarkable theorem.
for all complex x ∈ C for which either (and hence both) sides make sense.
Proof. Deforming the contour as in Figure 3 and using Cauchy's formula, we obtain
where we used the fact that F (µ) is an even function of µ. Indeed, to see this observe that, by definition, F (µ) is expressed in terms of µ v J −v (µR) with appropriate v's and the function J 0 (µR), which are even functions by (4.4), (4.6) and (4.7). This proves that 2x Tr(L L + x 2 ) −1 = d dx log F (ix) at least when x is real and x ≫ 0. However, by analytic continuation, both sides must still be equal for all complex x for which both sides are defined.
Remark 6.2. This theorem is really quite remarkable because it tells us how to immediately evaluate traces of resolvents from simply knowing an implicit eigenvalue equation! There are many applications of this theorem; see [34] .
Using this theorem, we can now prove Proposition 6.3. Let L ⊂ V be an arbitrary Lagrangian subspace of C 2q and let Λ ⊂ C be any sector (solid angle) not intersecting the positive real axis. Then as |λ| → ∞ with λ ∈ Λ, we have
where the a k coefficients are independent of L and the c ℓξ 's are given in (2.3).
Proof. By Proposition 4.3 (see equation (4.10)), we have
for some coefficients b k that, by the proof of Proposition 4.3, are independent of L. Therefore, by Theorem 6.1, we have
Dividing by 2x and then setting x = (−λ)
which is equivalent to our desired result.
For decomposable L, we have 
where the a k coefficients are independent of L, the c ξ 's are the coefficients in (2.12) and the β k 's are the coefficients in (2.10).
where L L0 is the operator L L restricted to the − 
Combining this with Theorem 6.1, we have 
where the β k 's are the coefficients in (2.10), using again Theorem 6.1, we obtain
Combining this with Tr(L L1 − λ) −1 analyzed just before completes our proof.
6.2. The heat kernel. Now we consider the asymptotics of the trace of e −tLL as t → 0. For this, we use (6.1)
where C h is a counter-clockwise contour in the plane surrounding eigenvalues of L L ; see Figure 4 . Then the small-time asymptotics of the heat trace is determined by the large-spectral parameter asymptotics of Tr(L L − λ) −1 as we will see in the following proposition.
Proposition 6.5. For an arbitrary Lagrangian subspace L ⊂ C 2q , as t → 0 we have
with c 10 = 0 and c ξ(
Proof. By Proposition 6.3, we have
as |λ| → ∞ with λ in a sector not intersecting the positive real axis. We use (6.1) for each term on the right hand side. For the first term, making the change of variables λ → t −1 λ,
The integral part depends on t via tC h , but is smooth at t = 0. Hence, the first part
For the third term on the right hand side of (6.2), using integration by parts, we have
Deforming C h to the real line, we find
where h(t) is a smooth function at t = 0. Since for any complex number z we have i(z −z) = −2ℑz, we see that modulo a term that is a smooth function of t at t = 0,
we shall compute the asymptotics of ℓ(t) as t → 0. To do so, let j ≥ ξ > j − 1, j ∈ N 0 ; observe that the j-th derivative ℓ (j) (t) of ℓ(t) is given by
Note that x j−ξ · (2 γ − log x − iπ) −ℓ is integrable near x = 0, so we can write
Note that g(t) is smooth at t = 0. We will now determine the asymptotics of f (t) near t = 0. To this end, we make the change of variables x → t −1 x:
We need to consider two cases; ℓ ≤ 0 and ℓ > 0. For ℓ ≤ 0 we use the binomial expansion to find
with suitable coefficients c k,ℓ . For ℓ > 0 we first write
(1 − r) −1 for any N ∈ N, we see that for any N ∈ N,
For f (t) this implies
The last integral is bounded as t → 0; as N ∈ N was arbitrary, we conclude for
In summary: for ℓ ≤ 0 we have shown
while for ℓ > 0, we found
In order to find the small-t asymptotics of ℓ(t) we need to integrate j times. Using [22] , equation 2.722,
for n = −1, m = −1, and [22] , equation 2.724, in the form
we obtain for ℓ ≤ 0, ξ / ∈ N 0 , that
whereas for ξ ∈ N 0 the first summation extends up to |l| + 1 and c ′ 1,0,ℓ = 0. For l > 0 the answer reads
Contributions from the second term in (6.2) are found from (6.8) with ξ = 1 and ℓ = 1,
Combining (6.3), (6.7), (6.8) and (6.9) completes the proof.
Using Proposition 6.4 and repeating the proof of Proposition 6.5, we have Proposition 6.6. For an arbitrary decomposable Lagrangian L, the heat kernel e −tLL has the following trace expansion as t → 0:
Proofs of the main theorems
We now prove our main results starting with the resolvent expansion.
7.1. The resolvent expansion -Theorems 2.5 and 2.6. We work under the assumptions of Theorem 2.5, so Λ ⊂ C denotes a sector not intersecting the positive real axis and L ⊂ V denotes a given, but arbitrary, Lagrangian subspace of V . We cut the manifold M at the hypersurface r = R in the collar [0, ε) r × Γ with 0 < R < ε, giving a decomposition 
is a smooth function of (y, y ′ ) and vanishes to infinite order as |λ| → ∞ with λ ∈ Λ as long as y = y ′ (see for instance [57] ). In the following lemma we prove a similar statement for the operator ∆ X,L on the generalized cone. Proof. If we prove this theorem for ψ(∆ X,L − λ) −1 P * ϕ, then taking adjoints we get our theorem. Hence, we just have to prove the corresponding statement for ϕ(∆ X,L − λ) −1 P ψ, where P ψ is the operator f → P (ψf ). We prove this lemma using the heat kernel e −t∆X,L , whose structure is found in [50] . To this end, observe that
Assume for the moment that Λ ⊂ C is contained entirely in the left-half plane (so that ℜλ → −∞ as |λ| → ∞ with λ ∈ Λ). Now, the operator e −∆X,L P is of traceclass and (∆ X,L − λ) −1 is a bounded operator which decays like |λ| −1 as |λ| → ∞ with λ ∈ Λ. Therefore, since the trace-class operators form an ideal within the bounded operators, the operator
is of trace-class and it decays like |λ| −1 as |λ| → ∞ with λ ∈ Λ. Hence,
decays exponentially, with all derivatives, in the trace-class operators as |λ| → ∞ with λ ∈ Λ (recall that ℜλ → −∞ as |λ| → ∞ with λ ∈ Λ). Therefore, the second operator in (7.1) decays exponentially in the trace-class operators as |λ| → ∞ with λ ∈ Λ. By the main theorem of [50] (see also Theorem 4.1 of loc. cit.), since the supports of ϕ and P ψ are disjoint, it follows that the operator ϕe −t∆X,L P ψ is a trace-class operator that vanishes to infinite order at t = 0 (within the traceclass operators). Therefore, the operator 1 0 e tλ ϕe −t∆X,L P ψ dt in (7.1) decays exponentially, with all derivatives, in the trace-class operators as |λ| → ∞ with λ ∈ Λ.
Summarizing: We have proved our theorem when Λ ⊂ C is contained entirely in the left-half plane (so that ℜλ → −∞ as |λ| → ∞ with λ ∈ Λ). Our proof is finished once we finish the cases when Λ ⊂ C is contained entirely in the upper-half plane and lower-half plane; for concreteness, let us focus on the upper-half plane. Then we can fix a complex number a ∈ C with positive real part (and positive imaginary part) such that a · Λ ⊂ C is entirely contained in the left-half plane. Then one can construct the heat kernel e −ta∆X,L (cf. [47, p. 282-284] ) which has the same trace-class properties as e −t∆X,L as described in [50, Th. 4 .1]. Now we proceed as above: Just as we wrote (7.1), one can check that
By the choice of a, note that as |λ| → ∞ with λ ∈ Λ, we have ℜ(aλ) → −∞ as |λ| → ∞ with λ ∈ Λ. Therefore, analyzing (7.2) by repeating the argument we used in the previous paragraph to analyze (7.1) proves our lemma in the case when Λ ⊂ C is contained entirely in the upper-half plane.
Let us fix 0 < a < R and R < b < ε, and define
For j = 0, 1, 2, let ∆ j denote the Laplacian on M j with the Dirichlet boundary condition at the boundaries of M j ; see Figure 5 . The importance of the operators ∆ 0 , ∆ 1 , ∆ 2 is that they are smooth (not singular) Laplace-type operators on compact manifolds with boundary with local boundary conditions, the properties of which are completely understood [56, 57] . The idea to prove Theorem 2.5 is to compare the resolvents on M , X, and Y to those on M 0 , M 1 , and M 2 .
Lemma 7.2. The differences of resolvents
is trace-class and vanishes, with all derivatives, to infinite order (in the trace-class norm) as |λ| → ∞ with λ ∈ Λ.
Proof. Let ̺(r) ∈ C ∞ (R) be a non-decreasing function such that ̺(r) = 0 for r ≤ 1/4 and ̺(r) = 1 for r ≥ 3/4. For real numbers α < β, we define ̺ α,β (r) := ̺ r−α β−α . The main properties of ̺ α,β we will use below are that ̺ α,β (r) = 0 on a neighborhood of {r ≤ α} and ̺ α,β (r) = 1 on a neighborhood of {r ≥ β}. Let us choose real numbers a 1 , a 2 , b 1 , b 2 such that a < a 1 < a 2 < R < b 1 < b 2 < b.
We define ψ 1 (r) := 1 − ̺ a1,a2 (r) , ψ 2 (r) := ̺ b1,b2 (r) , ψ 0 (r) := 1 − ψ 1 (r) − ψ 2 (r), and
The functions {ψ i }, {ϕ i } extend either by 0 or 1 to define smooth functions on all of M and {ψ i } forms a partition of unity of M such that ϕ i = 1 on supp(ψ i ). Now to prove this lemma, we first claim that each of the following equalities holds modulo a trace-class operator vanishing to infinite order as |λ| → ∞ with λ ∈ Λ:
For instance, let us verify the first claim in (7.3) ; the other claims are verified using a similar argument. Define
Then observe that (∆ L − λ)Q(λ) = Id + K(λ) where 
which establishes our claim for the first equality in (7.3). A similar argument works to prove that the other equalities in (7.3) hold modulo trace-class with infinite decay (with all derivatives as |λ| → ∞ with λ ∈ Λ). From (7.3), it follows that modulo trace-class with infinite decay,
On the other hand, very similar arguments used to establish (7.3) show that modulo trace-class with infinite decay,
Combining these identities we can write, modulo trace-class with infinite decay,
Comparing this with (7.4) completes the proof of our lemma.
Using our standard notation, let {λ ℓ } denote the set of all eigenvalues of A Γ and let E ℓ denote the span of the λ ℓ -th eigenvector. Let Π and Π ⊥ denote, respectively, the orthogonal projections of L 2 (Γ, E Γ ) onto W := − 
where S(λ) is trace-class and vanishes, with all derivatives, to infinite order as |λ| → ∞ with λ ∈ Λ.
Proof. Observe that
since ∆ X,L preserves W and W ⊥ , and
Also observe that
Now solving for (∆ L − λ) −1 in Lemma 7.2, we obtain
where S(λ) is trace-class and vanishes, with all derivatives, to infinite order as |λ| → ∞ with λ ∈ Λ. This completes our proof.
We can now prove Theorem 2.5. Let N ≥ n 2 with n = dim M . Then taking N derivatives of both sides of the preceding equality we see that in principle (see [47, Ch. 7] ), one can derive this resolvent expansion with a lot of work from the corresponding heat kernel expansion [5, 6, 12, 13] . From the work of Finally, we know that S (N ) (λ) is trace-class and vanishes, with all derivatives, to infinite order as |λ| → ∞ with λ ∈ Λ. In conclusion, in view of the expression (7.5) and our discussions around (7.6), (7.7) and (7. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.5. Theorem 2.6 is established by replacing the trace expansion (7.6) with the trace expansion found in Proposition 6.4.
7.2.
Proofs of Theorems 2.1, 2.3, 2.4. We now prove the ζ-function theorem. We start off with Proposition 7.3, which states that
where S(λ) is trace-class and vanishes, with all derivatives, to infinite order as |λ| → ∞ with λ ∈ Λ. Therefore, by the definition of the ζ-function: 7.3. Proof of Theorems 2.7 and 2.8. Finally, it remains to prove the heat expansion. As with the proof for the ζ-function, we start off with Proposition 7.3:
where S(λ) is trace-class and vanishes, with all derivatives, to infinite order as |λ| → ∞ with λ ∈ Λ. Then by the definition of the heat operator:
where C h is a contour as in Figure 4 , it follows that modulo a function that is smooth at t = 0. The heat trace Tr(e −tLL ) is studied thoroughly in Proposition 6.5 and for decomposable Lagrangians in Proposition 6.6. Also, by the standard relation between the asymptotics of the resolvent and the heat trace expansion (see e.g. [26] or Section 6.2) it follows from the resolvent expansions (7.7) and (7.8) that Tr(e −t∆ ′ X ), Tr(e −t∆Y ), Tr(e −t∆0 ), Tr(e −t∆1 ) and Tr(e −t∆2 ) have the "regular" expansion except that Tr(e −t∆ ′ X ) may have a log t term if dim Γ > 0. These facts together with Propositions 6.5 and 6.6 prove Theorems 2.7 and 2.8.
